1996 volvo 850 turbo wagon

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great customer service,
friendly staff, great selection of cars , has a great variety to choose from. Quick service. The
director of Sales, Taner did an excellent job. Would recommend for future purchases. Brad was
incredibly helpful, very nice person who I was very comfortable doing business with. Made an
appointment to see the vehicle and on my way up there, it sold. Sales person didn't call me until
an hour after I had arrived and someone was signing papers on it. That an hour after our
appointment after we checked in. Amazing vehicles, nice staff. Overall, a great experience and
I'm stoked about my new ride! They replied quickly and offered help however the vehicle was
too far away for me to consider purchase. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Similar
Cars Volvo For Sale 1 listing. Why Use CarGurus? Volvo For Sale 1 listing. Volvo For Sale 2
listings. Volvo Sedan For Sale 4 listings. Boxy But Good â€” Very reliable car even with , plus
miles still going very strong. My kids will always choose for me to drive them in this car rather
than the other cars we own. Back seats have a lot of room and very comfortable. Pros: Once
you understand Volvo's way of thinking you learn to really appreciate these cars. Cons: Interior
parts with age tend to brake easy, well it is old. Speed bumps are a nightmare, but once you get
onto the highway, this little sedan has some pep and is overall pleasant enough to drive from A
to B. My mom recently drove this car cross-country from Texas to Pennsylvania and had no
issues before the suspension took a beating due to Houston's potholes Pros: Turbo is pretty
fun, huge trunk for a sedan. A LOT of them. Swedish junk. Pros: nice looking and comfortable.
It's a nice vehicle when NOT needing attention. Cons: name what electronic part there on this
vehicle is and I replaced it over the years. ABS, Alternator, Radio, interior and engine fan,
speedo unit, tail lights, air injector pump, cruise control pump - to name a few. Sure it will go a
million miles - if you can afford keeping it running! The winter mode however was very useful
and did help to prevent the vehicle getting stuck. As far as reliability goes the engine and
transmission are wonderful, mine turned out to have had the odometer pulled and replaced
twice so while mine said it was around , miles when I sold it, the history report showed that over
60k had been taken off. So for the engine to pull as well as it did with over a quarter of a million
miles is remarkable. However it suffers heavily from Volvo's Achilles' heel, their electrical
components. Anything from the gauge cluster lights flickering on and off at night to the door
locks locking and unlocking themselves as I drove along were part of my everyday routine. It
drove me so crazy in fact that I practically gave the vehicle away. Pros: The car was good for
long trips despite the cruise control not working and was great for moving in and out of college
I fit a twin mattress in the back with the seats folded down. A Definite Sleeper. They ride nice,
handle well and haul lots of stuff. The large number of amenities makes this car feel almost like
a luxury car. We have had to change some things that we feel failed a bit early. So far, we've
changed the radiator, mass air flow sensor and of course the maintenance timing belt, water
pump, brakes, battery, etc seems to be a bit higher than our other cars. Overall, I would
recommend this car to anyone looking for a good looking, safe, performance hauler. Pros: Great
little wagon that holds quite a bit of cargo. Comfortable for a long drive. Seat are well made and
comfortable. Lots of nice features including heated seats. Nice turbo engine - pretty quick for a
small displacement engine. Cons: Has had its share of problems. Some small cosmetic parts
are broken and some creaks in the car. She also leaks quite a bit of oil. Headlight wiper gets
stuck. Turbo Is The Better Option. It comes with a peppy inline 5, 2. It could use a bit more
power but it still does well. The is Volvo's segue in to the luxury and performance niche and
they have done quite well. This particular version seems to look even better with age with it's
Persus wheels and platinum white paint job that changes colors day or night. The interior isn't
anything too flashy but it makes sense, and it looks clean and classic without that gaudiness
many 90's cars have. There's ample room in the back too. But that's not what Volvo is known
for, is it? Volvo is known for safety. The feels solid and safe to drive. Like the driver could make
a mistake and the car would handle it. It's safety is even made known around the car with
imprints, stickers, and the awkwardness of climbing in and out of the back seat. Passengers sit
in a cage, basically. When you start the car, red "fasten seat belt" lights located near the map
lamps illuminate much like in an airplane. Like most European cars, the Swedish is a bit more
costly to maintain, though, a bit less than it's German counterparts. Maintenance is key, or an

owner may face a bit more costly repairs down the road. But Volvos are known for lasting a long
time. The is no different. Take care of it, and it will take care of you. The brass tacks are that it's
not for everyone. If you want more reliability and fuel efficiency, get a Honda, if you want more
luxury, get a BMW or a Benz. If you want better looks, get an Alfa. If you want a car that has a bit
of soul and you know will last you a long time, find one of these gems. The Volvo Platinum
Wagon. Cons: Rear seat legroom could be better, Gas mileage about 21 mpg avg. Some of the
buttons are in awkward places. Good Car If Well-maintained â€” Performance - runs strong,
accelerates well for a big car, brakes could be better. Quality - the engine is reliable but some of
the electric components aren't. Appearance - the GLT model is nice, the spoiler adds a lot. Cost
- it's okay on gas, around 20 mpg. Maintenance is pretty expensive, but I haven't done anything
major. Pros: comfortable, safe, reliable engine, options. This thing is Fast. Turbo give you a real
kick in the back and it can spin the front wheels in 3rd gear, even though it is an Auto. Brakes
are Ok, could be a little stronger, handles well, would be better on slighty lower, stiffer springs.
Build Quality: Volvo Mechanics well proven, very solid. Appearance: Very Discreet, lovely
colour. Cost of Ownership: On a run fuel economy isn't too awful, just don't look at the MPG
computer when you are having fun! Fun Factor: Brilliant fun. Pros: Very fast, comfortable,
spacious, luxury barge. Cons: A bit thirsty when boosting the turbo a lot. Pros: Taking on other
cars and winning! I love how unimpressed some people are when they get beaten Cons: Its a
Volvo so the name isnt exactly sporting in any way I bought this car a year ago on eBay, and I
have to say, it's been a great car. There have been a few issues, but nothing out of the ordinary.
And I'm also a fan of the boxy style. Read More. Everything made out of plastic is crumbling
under my fingers. The motor is still impressive. The suspension bottoms out easily. Brakes are
good. Still good looking. Mixed bag; except the creaking, des The wagon replaced the venerable
wagon and was Volvos first foray into FWD, a first for Volvo. Also gone was the typical red
block motor and in its place was the now renown Porsche designed Hated it being hard to find
mechanics that I could afford with being a single mom with 2 babies Plus finding parts that I
could afford was always hard Usually good and very comfortable with working a Love the way it
looks , ride, handle and feel. If your not into the most flashy car , but one that has longevity and
quality ,i 'd recommend this car not , mine a car like mine. European cars are th CarGurus has 9
nationwide listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Have you driven a Volvo ? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Back
Seats:. Back seats have a lot of room and very comfortable Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Once you understand Volvo's way of thinking you learn to really appreciate these cars. Is
this helpful? Yes No. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: nice looking and comfortable.
Kasper writes:. Cons: Mileage. Harris writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: The car
was good for long trips despite the cruise control not working and was great for moving in and
out of college I fit a twin mattress in the back with the seats folded down. Cons: Electronic
components. Chris writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Looks, interior, options,
engine. Jeremy writes:. Cons: handling, maintenance costs. David writes:. Stephen writes:.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 25 Volvo reviews. Read all 34 Volvo reviews. Read all 27
Volvo reviews. Read all 13 Volvo reviews. Cars compared to Volvo Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Volvo to Related Models. Select Year Back seats
have a lot of room and very comfortable Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Once you
understand Volvo's way of thinking you learn to really appreciate these cars Cons: Interior parts
with age tend to brake easy, well it is old 29 of 31 people found this review helpful. Cons:
Electronic components 9 of 9 people found this review helpful. Pros: comfortable, safe, reliable
engine, options Cons: handling, maintenance costs 4 of 4 people found this review helpful.
Pros: Very fast, comfortable, spacious, luxury barge Cons: A bit thirsty when boosting the turbo
a lot. The Volvo is a compact executive car that was produced by the Swedish manufacturer
Volvo Cars from [10] to The Volvo was shown for the first time in June , and the car marked a
departure for Volvo, featuring multiple unprecedented features for the company; these included
a transverse 5-cylinder engine driving the front wheels, [11] a Delta-link rear axle, a side impact
protection system , and a self-adjusting front seat belt mechanism. Development of what would
become the series first began in The so-called Project Galaxy [12] ultimately resulted in the
Volvo , the smaller series, new manufacturing technologies as well as the Volvo Modular engine
and M Gearbox lines. When development had finished, Volvo had spent the highest sum in the
history of the country on an industrial project in Sweden. The Volvo was introduced in Europe
in June , [15] as a model year car. It was launched with the slogan "A dynamic car with four
unique innovations" [16] which referred to the newly developed five cylinder transverse engine,
the Delta-link rear axle, [17] the Side Impact Protection System SIPS , [18] and the self-adjusting
seatbelt reel for the front seats. For the , Volvo created what it called "Delta-link
semi-independent rear suspension". Volvo held a U. The automobile also has a tight turning

circle, By comparison, later large Volvos had a The estate version of the went on sale in
February , [16] on all markets. The saloon features an interior space of 2. This is slightly more
than the 2. This space is achieved by mounting the in-line 5-cylinder engine transversely from
the left to the right of the car under the hood. Beginning in , a facelift for all subsequent models
was introduced; this facelift subtly altered the visual appearance of the car, featuring new front
and rear bumpers, new headlights and indicators on the outside, and a new switchgear on the
inside. Other options during the model run included features such as traction control , leather
interior, power glass sunroof , power seats, heated seats, remote keyless entry, automatic
climate control, and automatic transmission. In , a "Platinum" edition of the Turbo was
available. The interior was fitted with leather seats and burled walnut accents. Only 1, of these
were imported for the U. In , the Turbo was rebadged as the "T For , the special limited edition
T-5R was offered, and was a commercial success, leading Volvo to produce a second run in The
engine was mated to a 4-speed automatic transmission or 5-speed manual transmission, the
latter of which was not available in the United States. The T-5R was renowned as a sleeper car;
despite its boxy, understated appearance, it boasted a drag coefficient of 0. The top speed was
electronically limited to The vehicle came standard with Pirelli P-Zero tyres, providing lateral
grip of 0. The engine tuning was co-developed with Porsche, as was the transmission and other
powertrain components. Porsche also aided in designing some of the interior, such as the
Alcantara seat inserts. These cars came as standard with nearly every feature available, only a
handful of options â€” such as heated rear seats â€” were available. On the North American
market only two options could be chosen, a trunk-mounted Alpine 6-CD changer and no-cost
16" wheels for a smoother, more comfortable ride and driveability in snow when using
all-season tires. Also included in the T-5R package was a front bumper with a lip, rear spoiler,
side skirts, polished aluminum door sills, special graphite leather and Alcantara seats, and a
black interior with deep walnut wood grain accents. Both yellow and black versions came with
the same black interior as the only choice. The T-5R has an additional badge to the left of the ""
on the trunk, referred to as "The Motorsport badge". The T-5R featured side airbags installed in
the seat cushions. The side airbags were integrated into the rest of the Volvo model line the
following year as an option, and became standard a year after that; other manufacturers soon
followed suit. The car was also fitted with an early example of daytime running lamps. Also, just
like the , it had three-point seatbelts at all five seating positions previously, cars had only a lap
belt for the center rear seat. Colour distribution was limited in some countries i. Two white, two
Aubergine and three grey T-5Rs were also produced. The white and aubergine cars were
preproduction cars whereas the grey ones were produced by special demand for the Arabian
market. Both aubergines, at least one grey and at least one white T-5R were still registered in
Sweden as late as In the spring of , Volvo introduced a new high-performance Volvo as a
replacement for the hugely successful limited edition T-5R. In the U. Cream yellow was
discontinued for the R. The saloon featured a newly designed rear spoiler; spoiler was now
standard on the estate. For a limited time in only, Volvo offered a new heavy duty manual
transmission designed specifically for the R excluding U. Furthermore, the M59 equipped cars
were fitted with the BT4 2. Due to encumbrances placed on engine volume by the Italian
government, Rs sold in Italy were based on the 2. Available as a model [45] it came only in
estate configuration, featured standard all-wheel drive and was only available on certain
markets. All cars were equipped with the new 2. Visual features included front and rear
mudflaps, the exhaust exiting on the right rear with the bumper being provisioned for dual
outlets and specific AWD badging. The Estates were driven by Rickard Rydell and Jan Lammers
and Volvo finished eighth in the Manufacturers' standings of the championship. For , TWR built
a Saloon version, with the switch from Estate to Saloon being made mainly due to changes in
BTCC regulations regarding aerodynamic aids which effectively ended any chance of the Estate
being competitive. With Rickard Rydell and Tim Harvey driving, the Saloons qualified on pole
position 12 times and won six races, with Volvo placing third in the Manufacturers
Championship. In , an improved Saloon competed in the championship with Rickard Rydell and
Kelvin Burt driving, achieving five race wins. Volvo also competed in the Super Touring
category with the across Europe and in Australia in this era. It entered the Australian Super
Touring Championship with an estate version driven by Scott in and an saloon by Brock in and
Jim Richards in Two cars were entered in the Bathurst Official website. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Car model made by Volvo Car Corporation. Motor vehicle. Front engine
front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Petrol: 2. Volvo before facelift, notice different front
bumper, airdam and headlights DE. Retrieved Archived from the original on Volvo Car
Corporation. Volvo AB. Retrieved â€” via Youtube. Volvo Saloon or Sedan". Ford
Communications Network. Elsworth 2 October The New York Times. Online Media Ltd. Popular
Mechanics. Hearst Magazines. February Retrieved â€” via Google Books. Jonas Bonde. Volvo

Group AB. Auto Evolution. A Dictionary of Modern Design eBook. Consumer Guide. Archived
PDF from the original on 29 January Popular Mechanics : April Volvo Car UK Ltd. Archived PDF
from the original on Volvo Cars of North America. The Independent. Auto Bild. Brochure" PDF.
Haymarket, Pub. Volvo Deutschland GmbH. Car and Driver. Ziff-Davis Publishing Company.
Categories : Volvo vehicles Sedans Station wagons Sports sedans Touring cars Mid-size cars
Compact executive cars Front-wheel-drive vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles Cars introduced in
Hidden categories: CS1 Swedish-language sources sv CS1 Romanian-language sources ro CS1
German-language sources de CS1 Dutch-language sources nl Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from January Commons category
link from Wikidata Official website not in Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jan Wilsgaard [4] Compact executive car D.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volvo Small family car. Compact executive car.
Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. Overall car has been reliable. Since
I am 5'10", the excellent headroom and speed control has made long distance driving a joy. I
use semi synthetic 10W motor oil to reduce or minimize oil consumption. No oil leaks. Car has
original engine, original transmission. Would not hesitate to recommend this car to anyone.
Plan on keeping the car until a minimum of , miles. We have owned this car since new, now in
the family 16 years. Has been very reliable comfortable and versatile. Manual gear box makes it
fun to drive. Station wagon configuration makes as useful as any large SUV with vastly better
gas mileage and nicer road handling. Odometer gear failed and I replaced the gear with an e bay
source that included instructions on installation. ABS module failed and internet lead me to a
place to buy a rebuilt one and installed it myself. These are two classic weak spots of this car
that are easily fixed by the owner. Fuel pump did fail and was replaced. We now have K on
odometer. Still running well. This model supports the legendary Volvo value. I bought this car
about 2 months ago. It had about , miles on it when I got it. I just hit , today! I have to say the
one downfall of this vehicle is the gas mileage I average 26mpgs. I willl say in the short time that
I have owned this car I have been pleased, I commute about 1. The interior is very comfortable,
and very well designed, my driver seat heater quit working, that is the only downfall I have seen
on the inside. The car also handles very well in the rain, I hate to say it but I almost enjoy driving
in the rain now!! We have a R wagon with automatic. When I put my in sport mode, the computer
lets the engine rev and the turbo give more boost. I don't want to admit it, but this little red
wagon will beat my Porsche Boxster. The turbo power keeps pushing and the engine is a tiny 2.
I laugh as I pull away from cars - those Mustang GT's don't have great takeoff. Of course the
safety aspect is tops for Volvo. Handling is good. Brakes are solid. Reliability is good for a
European car. We've had the odo, radiator, ash tray, mass airflow sensor go out. The rear view
mirror shook loose and was put back on. At the end of Sept of '16, my 14 year old, lb. Prior to
having Cody, I had his 80 lb. Since , I have never had the 2nd row seats in an upright position.
As a 'mobile dog house', the entire back of the car was used to carry supplies and big dogs.
Now, being 'dogless', I cleared out all the blankets and beddings and finally up righted the 2 row
seats. The black leather is in perfect condition. Still love my Volvo. I own at Turbo Wagon. But
best mechanic is 'a Volvo guy' on the Oregon Coast, which he loves 'cause model was still a
'Swedish made vehicle'. MPG on highway has been 28, in town Since , I have been religious
about routine maintenance every 3k miles. The usual brakes replacements at 45K intervals,
timing belts at 80k intervals. Air condition part replacement at k. Since , daily commute is 50mi
round trip on the winding Oregon Coast. In , hit black ice and 'off-roaded' for yards. Body shop
still thinks my car is blessed when I showed them the images of the tire tracks in the woods.
Aiming to hit the Kmi mark, so my mechanic can send his pic and story into Volvo. V70 fixed
some of the issues, but created more. My friends from Sweden tell me so! Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Used Volvo Consumer Reviews More about the More about the View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Great Car!! Items per page:. Write a review See all s for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including

government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
06 bmw 750
how to remove a coil yourself
isuzu dmax headlight bulb
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

